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THE CLUES OF GOD

How can we believe in Christianity if we don’t 
even know whether God exists? Though there 
cannot be irrefutable proof for the existence of 
God, many people have found strong clues for 
JKU�TGCNKV[tFKXKPG�ƂPIGTRTKPVUtKP�OCP[�RNCEGU�

If one puts aside the existence of God and 
the survival after life as too doubtful…one 
has to make up one’s mind as to the use 
of life. If death ends all, if I have neither to 
hope for good nor to fear evil, I must ask 
myself what I am here for, and how in these 
circumstances I must conduct myself. Now 
the answer is plain, but so unpalatable that 
most will not face it. There is no meaning for 
life, and [thus] life has no meaning.

– Somerset Maugham, The Summing Up

It was true, I have always realized it—I hadn’t 
CP[� pTKIJVq� VQ� GZKUV� CV� CNN�� +� JCF� CRRGCTGF�
by chance, I existed like a stone, a plant, a 
microbe. I could feel nothing to myself but 
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an inconsequential buzzing. I was thinking…
that here we are eating and drinking, to 
preserve our precious existence, and that 
there’s nothing, nothing, absolutely no 
reason for existing.

– Jean-Paul Sartre
 
I once met regularly with a brilliant young 
scientist who was haunted by a general sense 
that God existed. Much of what I am writing in 
this chapter and the next I discovered during 
my conversations with him. He looked at one 
argument for God after another, and though 
many of them had a great deal of merit, 
he found that ultimately every one of them 
was rationally avoidable at some point. This 
troubled him greatly. “I can’t believe unless 
+� ƂPF�CV� NGCUV�one absolutely airtight proof for 
)QF�q�JG�UCKF�VQ�OG��+�RQKPVGF�QWV�VQ�JKO�VJCV�
JG�YCU� CUUWOKPI� pUVTQPI� TCVKQPCNKUOq� CPF� JG�
got some relief when together we realized that 
he had no airtight proof for that. Then we began 
to go back and review the lines of reasoning 
VJCV� JG� JCF�DGGP� ECNNKPI� pRTQQHUq� CPF�DGICP�
to look at them instead as clues. When we went 
about it with that perspective he began to see 
that, cumulatively, the clues of God had a lot of 
force to them.

The philosopher Alvin Plantinga believes that 
there are no proofs of God that will convince 
all rational persons. However, he believes that 
there are at least two to three dozen very good 
arguments for the existence of God.1 Most 
readers who take the time to think through 
2NCPVKPICoU� NKUV�YKNN�ƂPF�UQOG�KVGOU�EQORGNNKPI�
and others not. However, the accumulated 
YGKIJV�QH� VJG�QPGU�[QW�ƂPF�CRRGCNKPI�ECP�DG�
very formidable. I will trace out just a handful 
of them.
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THE MYSTERIOUS BANG

Those of a more rational mind-set have always 
been fascinated by the question, “Why is 
VJGTG� UQOGVJKPI� TCVJGT� VJCP� PQVJKPI!q� 6JKU�
question has become even more interesting 
to people in the wake of the Big Bang theory. 
There’s evidence that the universe is expanding 
explosively and outwardly from a single point. 
Stephen Hawking wrote: “Almost everyone now 
believes that the universe, and time itself, had a 
DGIKPPKPI� CV� VJG�$KI�$CPI�q2 Scientist Francis 
Collins puts this clue in layman’s language in his 
book 6JG�.CPIWCIG�QH�)QF:

We have this very solid conclusion that the 
universe had an origin, the Big Bang. Fifteen 
billion years ago, the universe began with 
CP� WPKOCIKPCDNG� DTKIJV� ƃCUJ� QH� GPGTI[�
HTQO� CP� KPƂPKVGUKOCNN[� UOCNN� RQKPV�� 6JCV�
implies that before that, there was nothing. 
I can’t imagine how nature, in this case the 
universe, could have created itself. And the 
very fact that the universe had a beginning 
implies that someone was able to begin it. 
And it seems to me that had to be outside 
of nature. 3

Everything we know in this world is 
pEQPVKPIGPV�q� JCF� C� ECWUG� QWVUKFG� QH� KVUGNH��
Therefore the universe, which is just a huge 
pile of such contingent entities, would itself 
have to be dependent on some cause outside 
of itself. Something had to make the Big Bang 
happen—but what? What could that be but 
something outside of nature, a supernatural, 
non-contingent being that exists by itself?

 
Sam Harris, in his review of Francis Collins’ 
book, makes the classic objection to this line 
QH� TGCUQPKPI�� p+P� CP[� ECUG�q� JG� YTKVGU�� pGXGP�
if we accepted that our universe simply had to 
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be created by an intelligent being, this would 
not suggest that this being is the God of the 
$KDNG�q4 This is perfectly right. If we are looking 
at this as an argument proving the existence 
of a personal God, it doesn’t get us all the way 
there. However, if we are looking for a clue—a 
clue that there is something besides the natural 
world—it is very provocative for many people.

 
 
THE COSMIC WELCOME MAT

For organic life to exist, the fundamental 
regularities and constants of physics—the speed 
of light, the gravitational constant, the strength 
of the weak and strong nuclear forces—must all 
have values that together fall into an extremely 
narrow range.

The probability of this perfect calibration 
happening by chance is so tiny as to be 
statistically negligible.5 Again, Collins puts it well:

When you look from the perspective of a 
scientist at the universe, it looks as if it knew 
we were coming. There are 15 constants—
the gravitational constant, various constants 
about the strong and weak nuclear force, 
etc.—that have precise values. If any one 
of those constants was off by even one part 
of a million, or in some cases, by one part 
in a million million, the universe could not 
have actually come to the point where we 
see it. Matter would not have been able to 
coalesce, there would have been no galaxy, 
stars, planets or people.6

Some have said that it is as if there were a large 
number of dials that all had to be tuned to within 
extremely narrow limits—and they were. It 
seems extremely unlikely that this would happen 
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by chance. Stephen Hawking concludes: “The 
odds against a universe like ours emerging out 
of something like the Big Bang are enormous. 
+�VJKPM�VJGTG�CTG�ENGCTN[�TGNKIKQWU�KORNKECVKQPU�q7 
'NUGYJGTG� JG� UC[U�� p+V� YQWNF� DG� XGT[� FKHƂEWNV�
to explain why the universe would have begun 
in just this way except as the act of a God who 
KPVGPFGF�VQ�ETGCVG�DGKPIU�NKMG�WU�q8

6JKU�JCU�DGGP�ECNNGF�VJG�p(KPG�6WPKPI�#TIWOGPVq�
QT� VJG� p#PVJTQRKE� 2TKPEKRNG�q� PCOGN[� VJCV� VJG�
universe was prepared for human beings. As 
an argument it must be a pretty powerful one, 
DGECWUG�VJGTG�CTG�C�NQV�QH�ƂGTEG�TGDWVVCNU�DGKPI�
published about it.

The most common rejoinder, which Richard 
Dawkins makes in his book 6JG�)QF�&GNWUKQP, 
is that there may be trillions of universes. Given 
the enormous number of universes existing 
over enormous amounts of time and space, it is 
KPGXKVCDNG�VJCV�UQOG�QH�VJGO�CTG�ƂPG�VWPGF�VQ�
sustain our kind of life. The one we are in is one, 
so here we are.�

The odds against a universe like ours 
emerging out of something like the Big 
Bang are enormous. I think there are clearly 
religious implications.

– Stephen Hawking

#ICKP��CU�C�pRTQQH�q�VJG�(KPG�6WPKPI�#TIWOGPV�
is rationally avoidable. Though there’s not a 
shred of proof that there are many universes, 
there’s also no way to prove that there aren’t.

 
However, as a clue, this line of thinking has 
force. Alvin Plantinga gives this illustration. He 
imagines a man dealing himself twenty straight 
hands of four aces in the same game of poker. As 
his companions reach for their six-shooters the 
poker player says, “I know it looks suspicious! 
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ಅ犥簁䨝磪Ӟ犚ਜਦฎ猟蝡䰬盏藲অ牏胼ֵ౯
㮉蝡圵ኞ୵眲犥姘媒ጱ牐౯㮉ಅࣁጱਜਦ疰
ฎ蝡觊ਜਦӾጱӞ㮆牧ಅ犥౯㮉胼ਂࣁෝ種牐

䌘ෝӞ㮆ℂय़粁篂ᘒኞጱਜਦ牧磪篷碍圵ݢ
胼䨝ᴥྊਙ୵౮౯㮉犡ॠ蝡䰬ጱਜਦ牐౯
藨傶蝡吚Ӿ䛑扗磪ก嘦ጱ疍硽珀嬝牐

Ń��ේᜫzᵸᰂ

虏౯ٚ藯Ӟ稞牧ইຎ̿ 羊藲抷挨 吚֢̀̿ 挨硁 㬵̀
፡牧疰Ӟਧ䨝ᤩݳቘ瑿玽ਧധ牐櫒簁㪔篷妟ྺ挨硁
犥挨กਜਦጱ碍ፓ盄ग़牧֕ݢ 犖篷ဩ玱挨䷱磪蝡讕
ग़ጱਜਦ牐

簁ᘒ牧ইຎ̿ 羊嘦抷挨 吚֢̀̿ 娄ᔱ 㬵̀፡牧ᮎ讕
蝡㮆抷讨嘦䋿ฎ磪ێᰁጱ牐ฦ葦ӟ໒้妿膐螂Ӟ
㮆ֺৼ物戔磪Ӟ㮆Ոࣁ砲ظ粞碻蝫媲ԫ܈稞咳
妔ᛔ૩ࢥ皰$粞牧蝡碻犢ጱݶ֎᮷ᥝಋ瞪ڊ犢㮉
ጱૢ斪ಋ禪ԧ牧֕ 蝡㮆Ո藯物̿ ౯Ꭳ螇蝡㮆眐丆፡
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$WV� YJCV� KH� VJGTG� KU� CP� KPƂPKVG� UWEEGUUKQP� QH�
universes, so that for any possible distribution 
of poker hands, there is one universe in which 
the possibility is realized? We just happen to 
ƂPF�QWTUGNXGU�KP�QPG�YJGTG�+�CNYC[U�FGCN�O[UGNH�
HQWT� CEGU� YKVJQWV� EJGCVKPI�q10 This argument 
will have no effect on the other poker players. 
It is technically possible that the man just 
happened to deal himself twenty straight hands 
of four aces. Though you could not prove he had 
cheated, it would be unreasonable to conclude 
that he hadn’t.

The philosopher John Leslie poses a similar 
illustration. He imagines a man who is sentenced 
VQ�DG�GZGEWVGF�D[�C�ƂTKPI�USWCF�EQPUKUVKPI�QH�
ƂHV[� GZRGTV� OCTMUOGP�11� 6JG[� CNN� ƂTG� HTQO� UKZ�
feet away and not one bullet hits him. Since it 
is possible that even expert marksmen could 
miss from close range it is technically possible 
VJCV�CNN�ƂHV[�LWUV�JCRRGPGF�VQ�OKUU�CV�VJG�UCOG�
moment. Though you could not prove they had 
conspired to miss, it would be unreasonable to 
draw the conclusion that they hadn’t. 

It is technically possible that we just happened 
to be in the one universe in which organic life 
occurred. Though you could not prove that the 
ƂPG�VWPKPI�QH�VJG�WPKXGTUG�YCU�FWG�VQ�UQOG�UQTV�
of design, it would be unreasonable to draw the 
conclusion that it wasn’t.

Although organic life could have just happened 
without a Creator, does it make sense to live as 
KH�VJCV�KPƂPKVGN[�TGOQVG�EJCPEG�KU�VTWG!

 
THE REGULARITY OF NATURE

There is something about nature that is much 
more striking and inexplicable than its design. 
#NN� UEKGPVKƂE�� KPFWEVKXG� TGCUQPKPI� KU� DCUGF� QP�
VJG� CUUWORVKQP� QH� VJG� TGIWNCTKV[� 
VJG� pNCYUq��

蚏㬵盄ݢ綡牧֕ฎইຎਜਦฎӞ㮆矑Ӟ㮆ᘒ篷褖
蝫媲ጱ牧ᘒྯࣁӞ㮆ਜਦӤಅ咳ڊጱ砲ظ粞奲ݳ
᮷犋ݶ牧ᮎ讕ฎ玽ٌӾ磪Ӟ㮆ਜਦ疰ݢ胼䨝ڊ匍౯
蝡㮆眐丆珌牫౯㮉ྋঅ疰ࣁ蝡Ӟ㮆ਜਦ愊牧౯犋
֢皨疰胼ྯ稞᮷೭ࢥک皰$粞牦̀ 蝡圵时扃妃䌘犋
䨝ᤩ犢ጱݶ֎ಅ矑ݑ牐櫒簁ℂದ蔩Ӥ㬵藯磪ݢ胼
咳ኞ蝡圵眐丆ńń蝡㮆Ո蝫媲ԫ܈稞᮷೭ࢥک皰
$粞ńń֕ฎইຎ֦ጱ奾抷ฎ藯犢ဌ磪֢皨牧ᮎ疰
犋ݳቘԧ牐

�
߽䋊疑夹ᘆz苟ේቘ犖螂Ӟ㮆觊犲ጱֺ挨物戔
磪Ӟ֖稴ڙᇨ疥ᥝᤩԲ֖܈ᐟ禪ಋಅ奲౮ጱᤈڙ
褧蒂究牧犢㮉᮷ᒊࣁ櫝犢獋獍疳ԏ蒂樄禪牧֕ 犢㶴
๚Ӿ䕃牐ࢩ傶ֵܨฎ蜱蚣櫝疤䢗牧ᐟ禪ಋ犖磪०藮
ጱݢ胼牧ಅ犥ℂದ蔩Ӥ㬵藯牧磪ݢ胼蝡Բ֖܈ᐟ禪
ಋࣁ樄禪碻᮷ݶ碻疤狳ԧ牐櫒簁䷱磪挨硁藯犢㮉Ԁ
蝢অ硲ᥝ疤犋ӾᇨՈ牧֕ฎইຎ֦ጱ奾抷ฎ藯
犢㮉䷱磪Ԁ蝢牧ᮎ疰犋ݳቘԧ牐

�
ฎጱ牧ইຎ藯౯㮉ݝฎ௴অၚࣁӞ㮆胼叨ኞ磪秚ኞ
胼ጱ牪簁ᘒ牧櫒ݢದ蔩Ӥฎ磪ࣁ誢ጱਜਦӾ牧蝡
簁֦犋胼挨ก磪礓圵戔懯盏藲ԧ蝡㮆ਜਦ牧֕ ฎই
ຎ֦ጱ奾抷ฎ藯䷱磪蝡圵ݢ胼牧ᮎ疰犋ݳቘԧ牐

�
櫒ᆐํ䱛ኞݢํ℆ᚆฎᛔ૩叨ኞጱ 㪔̔ӧᵱᥝํ
Ӟ֖㴕᭜ᘏ ୌचෝᮎ圵僻ᴴஙੜᘒฎኞ̔ݢ
晇晍ጱݢᚆӤ 䨝̔ฎݳቘጱ㻟Ҙ�

ᛔ簁ኴጱ憒�

ᛔ簁ኴӾ螭磪战ग़Ԫ䋿ፘ穉藯ਙ磪Ӟ֖戔懯ᘏࣁ
ฎๅ犤Ո詼॰犋薹ጱ牐ಅ磪ݳԒᑀ䋊ጱ牏稳羳ጱ
വቘ牏᮷ฎୌ缏ࣁᛔ簁ኴԏ憒ҁ圸̿ ਧ ҂̀
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of nature, that water will boil 
tomorrow under the identical 
conditions of today. The 
method of induction requires 
generalizing from observed 
cases to all cases of the 
same kind. Without inductive 
reasoning we couldn’t learn 
from experience, we couldn’t use language, we 
couldn’t rely on our memories. 

/QUV�RGQRNG�ƂPF� VJCV�PQTOCN�CPF�WPVTQWDNKPI��
But not philosophers! David Hume and Bertrand 
Russell, as good secular men, were troubled 
by the fact that we haven’t got the slightest 
idea of why nature-regularity is happening 
now, and moreover we haven’t the slightest 
TCVKQPCN�LWUVKƂECVKQP�HQT�CUUWOKPI�KV�YKNN�EQPVKPWG�
tomorrow. If someone would say, “Well the 
HWVWTG�JCU�CNYC[U�DGGP�NKMG�VJG�RCUV�KP�VJG�RCUV�q�
Hume and Russell reply that you are assuming 
the very thing you are trying to establish. To put it 
another way, science cannot prove the continued 
regularity of nature, it can only take it on faith.

There have been many scholars in the last 
decades who have argued that modern 
science arose in its most sustained form out of 
Christian civilization because of its belief in an 
all-powerful, personal God who created and 
sustains an orderly universe.12 As a proof for 
the existence of God, the regularity of nature is 
escapable. You can always say, “We don’t know 
YJ[�VJKPIU�CTG�CU�VJG[�CTG�q�#U�C�ENWG�HQT�)QF��
however, it is helpful.

 
THE CLUE OF BEAUTY

Arthur C. Danto, the art critic at The Nation, 
once described a work of art that gave him a 
UGPUG�QH�pQDUEWTG�DWV�KPGUECRCDNG�OGCPKPI�q13 
In other words, while great art does not “hit 

ጱ獮Ӥ牧ࢩ種ࣁกॠ
犡ॠӞ䰬牧᮷䨝ࣁፘݶጱ礿
կӥယ浻牐稳羳ဩಅ֢ጱ疰
ฎℂ薪疗کጱ战ग़制丆Ӿ牧
ڊ螕አಅ磪ݶ觊制丆ጱӞ
膢ܻ㳷牪౯㮉舙犋አ稳羳
ୗጱവቘ牧疰篷ဩℂ妿涢Ӿ

䋊聜牧篷ဩֵአ承牧犖篷ဩ狅蚅ᛔ૩ጱ懿䛂牐
�
य़ग़碍Ո藨傶蝡盄ྋଉ牧䷱磪Ջ讕㺔氂牧֕ ฎ߽䋊
疑㶴犋蝡䰬藨傶牦ֵܨฎ猟ջ蘡嬄ᔰ蝡䰬猻纨
ጱ覍च盆牧犖䨝䌘ෝ౯㮉妟ྺ篷ဩԧ薹傶Ջ讕ᛔ
簁ኴ䨝磪蝡䰬ጱ憒ᘒ眤کፘ吚ࢯజ牐犋㰍ই
種牧౯㮉犖妟ྺ篷ဩ䌘ইӥ㺔氂磪ݳቘጱ薹朰物傶
Ջ讕౯㮉ݢ犥ਧᛔ簁ኴጱ憒กॠ螭䨝瞱媲
ӥ݄牫ইຎ磪Ո藯物̿ ๚㬵ጱ眐丆者䨝猟螂݄ಅ咳
ኞጱӞ䰬牐̀ ᮎ讕ջ蘡嬄ᔰ疰䨝ࢧᒼ藯牧ٌ 䋿֦
ฎࣁਧ֦ಅᥝ抷挨ጱԪ牪矦ݙ扖藯牧ᑀ䋊篷ဩ挨
ก犋䥁瞱媲ጱᛔ簁ኴ憒牧疰ݝ胼䚣茐מஞ矑ݑ牐
�
螂݄皃܈ଙӾ磪战ग़䋊ᘏ瞲ڊ牧匍դᑀ䋊ฎℂच
硽กӾ犥ٌ磧胼瞱ԋጱ୵ୗ岉蚏牧ࢩ傶च
硽ፘמӞ֖篷ಅ犋Ꭳ݈磪֖໒ጱӤଂ牧犢獺蝨㪔
Ӭ姘瞱ԧӞ㮆磪憒㳷磪ᑉଧጱਜਦ牐櫒簁ᥝ疥
ᛔ簁ኴጱ憒吚֢Ӥଂਂࣁጱ挨硁牧䨝ᤩٌ犢ጱ
ቘኧಅ玽ਧńń֦者ฎݢ犥藯牧̿ ౯㮉篷ဩᎣ螇ᛔ
簁ኴ傶Ջ讕䨝ฎ蝡㮆䰬ৼ牐̀ ֕ฎইຎᛔ簁ኴጱ
憒吚֢Ӥଂਂࣁጱ娄ᔱ牧ᮎ疰ฎ禅磪ۗፅጱ牐

萬蔩ԏ聅�

萬蔩戺抷疑ᴨ紳zԄ箓ฎ̽ 㾴疑 褾̾扮ጱ萬蔩戺抷
㹓牧犢้妿矟蝄藯礓կ萬蔩ߝ癲妔犢Ӟ圵̿ 褲ฤ֕
篷ဩ蝓螨ጱ嬝眤 牐̀矦ݙ扖藯牧櫒簁狰य़ጱ萬蔩
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[QW�QXGT� VJG�JGCFq�YKVJ� C� UKORNG�OGUUCIG�� KV�
always gives you a sense that life is not a “tale 
told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying 
PQVJKPI�q�+V�ƂNNU�[QW�YKVJ�JQRG�CPF�IKXGU�[QW�VJG�
UVTGPIVJ�VQ�ECTT[�QP��VJQWIJ�[QW�ECPPQV�FGƂPG�
what it is that moves you.
   
Leonard Bernstein once rhapsodized about the 
effect of Beethoven on him:

Beethoven…turned out pieces of breath-
taking rightness. Rightness–that’s the word! 
When you get the feeling that whatever 
note succeeds the last is the only possible 
note that can rightly happen at that instant, 
in that context, then chances are you’re 
listening to Beethoven. Melodies, fugues, 
rhythms—leave them to the Tchaikovskys 
and Hindemiths and Ravels. Our boy has 
the real goods, the stuff from Heaven, 
VJG� RQYGT� VQ�OCMG� [QW� HGGN� CV� VJG� ƂPKUJ��
Something is right in the world. There is 
something that checks throughout, that 
follows its own law consistently: something 
we can trust, that will never let us down.14

If there is no God, and everything in this world is 
the product of (as Bertrand Russell famously put 
it) “an accidental collocation 
QH� CVQOU�q� VJGP� VJGTG� KU� PQ�
actual purpose for which 
we were made—we are 
accidents.

If we are the product of 
accidental natural forces 
VJGP�YJCV�YG� ECNN� pDGCWV[q�
is nothing but a neurological 
hardwired response to particular data. You only 
ƂPF� EGTVCKP� UEGPGT[� VQ� DG� DGCWVKHWN� DGECWUG�
[QW� JCF� CPEGUVQTU� YJQ� MPGY� [QW� YQWNF� ƂPF�
food there and they survived because of that 

犋䨝犥墋㻌ጱמ௳妔֦̿ 吚毣༉琊 牧̀֕ ਙ者䨝虏
֦眤کݑኞ犋ฎ̿ ጮዿ藯ጱ硲Ԫ牧䷱磪嬝牏ݝ
ฎ獅笕ԧ肨ᶪ䚴盨 牐̀櫒簁֦ஃஃ犋竃༩礓կ萬
蔩ߝ磪Ջ讕瑿ො眤㵕 牧֦֕ਙ㶴ݢ犥ֵ֦獅笕緽
磭牧㪔妔֦媣媲蚎ӥ݄ጱێᰁ牐

茐ݷጱ瞲䠁疑牏֢ ใ疑㮖羳盓z௮ේ้籆篇瑿
捷搕揔ग़臵䌘犢ጱ段物�

揔ग़臵獺֢ڊӞྦྷྦྷٍ磪詼Ոԏྋ嘦ጱ禼
ใ牐ࠡ牧疰ฎ蝡㮆扃ńń̿ྋ嘦̀牦吚֦
眤ࣁک蝡ྦྷ禼ใጱ蝡㮆֖ᗝ牧ࣁ獮Ӟ㮆ᶪᒧ
ԏ盅ጱᶪᒧ牧ݝ磪蝡㮆ᶪᒧݢ胼ฎྋ嘦ጱ牧
ᮎ讕֦盄ݢ胼ฎࣁ肯揔ग़臵ጱᶪ禼牐
牏搝໒牏℄ॵኸ妔礞ॢݢේच牏Կ盓ੂ
粬牏শ凟މ牧֕౯㮉ጱ揔ग़臵磪፥ྋጱঅ
䩚ᥜ牧ฎ㬵ᛔॠ璤ጱ䩚ᥜ牐犢ጱᶪ禼磪Ӟ圵
胼ێ牧䨝虏֦ࣁใ奰碻眤کݑ蝡㮆ӮኴӤ
磪礓圵䩚ᥜฎྋ嘦ጱńńਙᛔতᛗ奰᮷ࣁ疗
፡牏ত奰ইӞ瑿揢盔ᛔ૩ጱဩ㳷牪౯㮉胼䄪
覎ਙ牧ਙ螐犋䨝虏౯㮉०磭牐מ

ইຎ䷱磪Ӥଂ牧ᘒӬইຎӮኴӤጱ苭ᇔ᮷ݝฎ̿ ܻ
ৼ؍簁ጱ肞ݳ ҁ̀嬄ᔰጱݷ҂牧ᮎ讕౯㮉ጱਂࣁ

疰ݝฎӞ䁰क़牧㪔䷱磪፥䋿
ጱፓጱ牐

֕ইຎ౯㮉፥ጱݝฎӞ犚ᛔ
簁ێᰁ؍簁蝨ڊጱ叨ߝ牧ᮎ讕
౯㮉ಅ藯ጱ̿ 聅 疰̀ݝฎᐟ妿
羬翄䌘礓犚粬ਧ虻懱ጱ玱䛑
ᘒ૪ńń֦ԏಅ犥䨝憽礓

犚วᜋ聅讀牧Ԋฎࢩ傶֦ᐙض㮉ጱ翣硲牧犢㮉ࢩ傶
ٌᐟ妿羬翄粬ᘒ犥ࣁᮎ愊ತک觬ᇔ㪔ਂၚӥ
㬵牧ಅ犥匍ࣁ౯㮉犖䢐磪ݶ䰬ጱᐟ妿羬翄牧犖䨝憽
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neurological feature and now we have it too. 
+P�VJG�UCOG�YC[��VJQWIJ�OWUKE�HGGNU�UKIPKƂECPV��
VJCV� UKIPKƂECPEG� KU� CP� KNNWUKQP�� .QXG� VQQ� OWUV�
be seen in this light. If we are the result of 
DNKPF� PCVWTCN� HQTEGU�� VJGP� YJCV� YG� ECNN� pNQXGq�
is simply a biochemical response, inherited 
from ancestors who survived because this trait 
helped them survive.

 
Regardless of the beliefs of our mind about 
the random meaninglessness of life, before 
the face of beauty we know better.
 
Bernstein and Danto are testifying to the fact that 
even though we as secular people believe that 
beauty and love are just biochemical responses, 
in the presence of great art and beauty we 
inescapably feel that there is real meaning in 
life, there is truth and justice that will never let 
us down, and love means everything. Notice 
that Bernstein, though by no means an orthodox 
religious person, can’t refrain from even using the 
VGTO�p*GCXGPq�YJGP� VCNMKPI�CDQWV�$GGVJQXGP��
We may, therefore, be secular materialists who 
believe truth and justice, good and evil, are 
complete illusions. But in the presence of art 
or even great natural beauty, our hearts tell us 
another story.

Another prominent artist who is apparently 
telling us the same thing is John Updike. In his 
UJQTV�UVQT[�p2KIGQP�(GCVJGTUq�C�[QWPI�VGGPCIGT�
says to his mother, “Don’t you see, if when we 
FKG�VJGTGoU�PQVJKPI��CNN�[QWT�UWP�CPF�ƂGNFU�CPF�
what not are all, ah, horror? It’s just an ocean 
QH�JQTTQT�q�.CVGT��KP�VJG�RTGUGPEG�QH�VJG�DGCWV[�
of pigeon feathers, of their texture and color, 
he is overwhelmed by a certainty that there is a 
God behind the world who will allow him to live 
for eternity.15 Updike seems to be saying that 
regardless of the beliefs of our mind about the 
random meaninglessness of life, before the face 
of beauty we know better.

ᮎ㮆瑿ො聅讀牐ݶ䰬牧櫒簁౯㮉眤کݑ礓ྦྷᶪ禼
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ጱฎਂࣁጱ牧ਙ㮉犋䨝虏౯㮉०磭牧ᘒ眢ޱ茐獊
蟂牐藶ဳ牧櫒簁௮ේ妃犋ฎӞ㮆磪ྋ翄מ
իጱՈ牧֕ 吚犢拻ک揔ग़臵ጱ碻狡牧犖犋ֵعአ̿
ॠ璤 蝡̀㮆扃牐ኧ種ݢ憎牧ֵܨӞ㮆犋מच硽ጱ
ᇔԆ嬝ᘏ牧藨傶፥ቘ牏獍嬝牏珿膏䘣缛ਠ獊ฎଝࠔ
虡牧֕ ฎࣁ狰य़ጱ萬蔩綍ᛔ簁ኴጱ聅วԏ獮牧౯
㮉ጱஞՖ䨝蝄藯ݚӞ圵ݢ胼牐

�
䰬ጱԪ牧犢疰ฎੜݶکጱ萬蔩疑犖拻ݷӞ֖Ꭳݚ
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ၚک螐牐ܰ ฦդظ犲Ԓฎࣁ藯牧ֵܨ౯㮉ጱ毣脲
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p5Q� YJCV!q� UQOGQPG� OKIJV� QDLGEV�� p,WUV�
because we feel something is true doesn’t make 
KV�UQ�q�#TG�YG��JQYGXGT��QPN[�VCNMKPI�CDQWV�HGGNKPI�
here? What is evoked in these experiences is, 
more accurately, appetite or desire. Goethe 
refers to this as selige sehnsucht—blessed 
longing. We not only feel the reality but also the 
absence of what we long for.

 
 
St. Augustine in his Confessions reasoned that 
VJGUG�WPHWNƂNNCDNG�FGUKTGU�CTG�ENWGU�VQ�VJG�TGCNKV[�
of God. How so? Indeed (as it was just objected) 
just because we feel the desire for a steak 
dinner doesn’t mean we will get it. However, 
while hunger doesn’t prove that the particular 
meal desired will be procured, doesn’t the 
appetite for food in us mean that food exists? 
Isn’t it true that innate desires correspond 
to real objects that can satisfy them, such as 
sexual desire (corresponding to sex), physical 
appetite (corresponding to food), tiredness 
(corresponding to sleep) and relational desires 
(corresponding to friendship)?

&QGUPoV� VJG� WPHWNƂNNCDNG� NQPIKPI� GXQMGF� D[�
beauty qualify as an innate desire? We have a 
longing for joy, love, and beauty that no amount 
or quality of food, sex, friendship, or success 
can satisfy. We want something that nothing 
KP�VJKU�YQTNF�ECP�HWNƂNN�� +UPoV�VJCV�CV�NGCUV�C�ENWG�
VJCV�VJKU�pUQOGVJKPIq�VJCV�YG�YCPV�GZKUVU!16 This 
WPHWNƂNNCDNG� NQPIKPI�� VJGP��SWCNKƂGU�CU�C�FGGR��
innate human desire, and that makes it a major 
clue that God is there.

 
THE CLUE-KILLER

+P�QWT�EWNVWTG�VJGTG�KU�C�XGT[�KPƃWGPVKCN�UEJQQN�QH�
thought that claims to have the answers to all of 
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these so-called clues. This is 
the school of evolutionary 
biology that claims 
everything about us can be 
explained as a function of 
natural selection. A book 
that seeks to explain all clues 
about God in this way is 
Breaking the Spell: Religion 
as a Natural Phenomenon 
by Daniel Dennett. Dennett 
claims that if we have religious feelings it is only 
because those traits once helped certain people 
survive their environment in greater numbers 
and therefore passed that genetic code on to 
us. He sums up his view when he writes:

Everything we value—from sugar and sex 
and money to music and love and religion—
we value for reasons. Lying behind, and 
distinct from, our reasons are evolutionary 
TGCUQPU�� HTGG�ƃQCVKPI� TCVKQPCNGU� VJCV� JCXG�
been endorsed by natural selection.17

Belief in God is an accidental by-product of 
other traits that did give adaptive advantage.
 
In The New York Times Magazine, Robin Marantz 
Henig surveyed what evolutionists think about 
religion in an article, “Why Do We Believe? How 
'XQNWVKQPCT[� 5EKGPEG� 'ZRNCKPU� (CKVJ� KP�)QF�q18 
We know that “the idea of an infallible God is 
comfortable and familiar, something children 
TGCFKN[� CEEGRV�q�� Why? Some evolutionists 
such as David Sloan Wilson think belief in God 
OCFG� RGQRNG� JCRRKGT� CPF� OQTG� WPUGNƂUJ��
which meant their families and tribes survived 
and they got better mates. Others such as Scott 
Atran and Richard Dawkins posit that belief in 
God is an accidental by-product of other traits 
that did give adaptive advantage. Our ancestors 
who survived were most prone to detect agents 

�HYROXWLRQDU\� ELRORJ\�牧扗䋊
窔ਯ圸橕ෝ౯㮉ጱӞ獥᮷ݢ
犥አᛔ簁螡䢔ጱቘ抷ے犥薹
朰牐磪Ӟ䨗手瑽犥蝡圵ො
ୗ薹朰橕ෝӤଂጱಅ磪娄ᔱ牧
䨗ݞݷ狶̽ Ꮘᒧ߂�犥ᛔ簁
匍猟፡盃疍硽 牧֢̾ ᘏ傶Ԅ疴
凟zԄ疴粬牐Ԅ疴粬ਯ圸ইຎ
౯㮉磪疍硽ጱ眤憽牧ᮎฎࢩ傶

蝡犚粬监้妿䒻ۗ礓犚Ոࣁಅ蒂ጱ絑हӾ犥ग़碍
㮌ਂӥ㬵牧ಅ犥ਂࣁ蝡圵粬搡ጱ猻玊चࢩ疰螣㯽
妔ԧ౯㮉牐ইӥ牧ฎԄ疴粬䌘犢ᛔ૩ጱ薪讨ጱ者奾��

ಅ磪౯㮉ቊ憙ጱ䩚ᥜńń羗牏眢牏桽牏ᶪ
禼牏眢膏疍硽ńń౯㮉ቊ憙蝡Ӟ獥ฎ磪ܻࢩ
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㮆礬ጱܻࢩ牧ᮎ疰ฎ蝱玕ጱܻࢩ牧ܨᇔ埈
ॠ�䢔ቘ抷ጱവ皞螀አ牐
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ਂӥ㬵ጱ౯㮉ጱᐙض㰆ݻෝ眤憽箑๙Ӿ褲萢茐樌
藽牧ֵܨ箑๙愊㪔䷱磪Ո牧㪔Ӭ㰆ݻෝ䌘ෝ珏螗咳
ኞጱಅ磪Ԫ眐᮷蝱ᤈ翥蝨硲Ԫ牏ࢩຎ獤ຉ牐簁ᘒ蝡
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in the brush even when they weren’t there, and 
were most likely to impose narratives, causal 
reasoning, on everything that happened around 
them. However, these same traits make us more 
likely to believe in God—to see agents and 
narratives and intelligences where they don’t 
actually exist.20

&GURKVG� ƂGTEG� FGDCVGU� YKVJKP� VJG� ƂGNF��
evolutionary theorists all agree that our capacity 
to believe in God is hardwired into our physiology 
because it was directly or indirectly associated 
with traits that helped our ancestors adapt to 
their environment. That’s why arguments for 
God appeal to so many of us. That’s all there is 
to it. The clues are clues to nothing.

However, there are many who believe not 
only that the clue-killer argument has a fatal 
contradiction in it, but that it actually points to 
another clue for God.

If our cognitive faculties only tell us what we 
need to survive, not what is true, why trust 
them about anything at all?
 
In the last part of Dawkins’s 6JG�)QF�&GNWUKQP 
he admits that since we are the product of 
natural selection, we can’t completely trust our 
own senses. After all, evolution is interested 
only in preserving adaptive behavior, not true 
belief.21 In a New York Times Magazine article, 
another scientist says, “in some circumstances a 
symbolic belief that departs from factual reality 
HCTGU� DGVVGT�q22 In other words, paranoid false 
beliefs are often more effective at helping you 
survive than accurate ones.

I don’t believe Dawkins or other evolutionary 
theorists realize the full implications of this cruel 
insight. Evolution can only be trusted to give 
us cognitive faculties that help us live on, not 
to provide ones that give us an accurate and 
true picture of the world around us.23 Patricia 
Churchland puts it like this:

犚粬监ֵ౯㮉ๅے㰆ݻෝፘמӤଂń犖疰ฎ眤
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㮉ጱ藨Ꭳฎ磧磪ڥෝ౯㮉ኞਂጱ牧㪔犋胼狒挨ֵ
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The principle chore of [brains] is to get the 
body parts where they should be in order that 
the organism may survive. Improvements in 
sensorimotor control confer an evolutionary 
advantage: a fancier style of representing 
[the world] is advantageous so long as 
it…enhances the organism’s chances for 
survival. Truth, whatever that is, takes the 
hindmost.24

 
Thomas Nagel, the prominent philosopher and 
atheist, agrees in the last chapter of his book The 
Last Word. He writes that to be sure my mind is 
telling me what is really, truly out there in the 
world, I must “follow the rules of logic because 
they are correct—not merely because I am 
DKQNQIKECNN[�RTQITCOOGF� VQ�FQ�UQ�q�*QYGXGT��
according to evolutionary biology laws of 
reason would have to make sense to us only 
because they help us survive, not because 
they necessarily tell us truth. So, Nagel asks:

=%CP� YG� JCXG� CP[?� EQPVKPWGF� EQPƂFGPEG�
in reason as a source of knowledge about 
the nonapparent character of the world? In 
itself, I believe an evolutionary story [of the 
JWOCP�TCEG?�VGNNU�CICKPUV�UWEJ�EQPƂFGPEG�25

Evolutionists say that if God makes sense to 
us, it is not because he is really there, it’s only 
because that belief helped us survive and so we 
are hardwired for it. However, if we can’t trust 
our belief-forming faculties to tell us the truth 
about God, why should we trust them to tell us 
the truth about anything, including evolutionary 
science? If our cognitive faculties only tell us 
what we need to survive, not what is true, why 
trust them about anything at all?

It seems that evolutionary theorists have to 
do one of two things. They could backtrack 
and admit that we can trust what our minds 
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VGNN� WU� CDQWV� VJKPIU�� KPENWFKPI�)QF�� +H�YG� ƂPF�
arguments or clues to God’s existence that seem 
compelling to us, well, maybe he’s really there. 
Or else they could go forward and admit that 
we can’t trust our minds about anything. What 
is not fair is to do what so many evolutionary 
scientists are doing now. They are applying the 
scalpel of their skepticism to what our minds 
tell us about God but not to what our minds are 
telling us about evolutionary science itself.

This is a huge Achilles’ heel in the whole 
enterprise of evolutionary biology and theory. 
Alvin Plantinga points out that Charles Darwin 
himself saw this major vulnerability. To a friend, 
Darwin wrote that:

The horrid doubt always arises whether 
the convictions of man’s mind, which has 
been developed from the mind of the 
lower animals, are of any value or at all 
VTWUVYQTVJ[�q26

 
Plantinga then proceeds to argue that it is 
ultimately irrational to accept evolutionary 
pPCVWTCNKUO�q� VJG� VJGQT[� VJCV� GXGT[VJKPI� KP� WU�
is caused only by natural selection. If it were 
true, we couldn’t trust the methods by which we 
CTTKXGF�CV�KV�QT�CP[�UEKGPVKƂE�VJGQT[�CV�CNN��27

People like Dawkins hold that there is a 
EQPƃKEV� DGVYGGP� UEKGPEG� CPF� TGNKIKQPe
the truth of the matter, however, is that the 
EQPƃKEV�KU�DGVYGGP�UEKGPEG�CPF�PCVWTCNKUO��
not between science and belief in God…
It’s as likely, given unguided evolution, that 
we live in a sort of dream world as that we 
actually know something about ourselves 
and our world.28

 
Despite popular books like those of Dennett, 
Dawkins, and Harris, which try to use the 
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evolutionary clue-killer on religion, more and 
more thinkers are seeing through it, and not just 
orthodox believers, but those like Thomas Nagel. 
Leon Wieseltier, the literary editor of The New 
Republic�� RQKPVU� QWV� VJG� ƃCY� KP� VJG� ENWG�MKNNGT�
argument in his review of Dennett’s book Breaking 
the Spell.

[Dennett] portrays reason in service to 
natural selection, and as a product of natural 
selection. But if reason is a product of natural 
UGNGEVKQP�� VJGP� JQY�OWEJ� EQPƂFGPEG� ECP�
we have in a rational argument for natural 
selection? The power of reason is owed to 
the independence of reason, and to nothing 
else…Evolutionary biology cannot invoke 
the power of reason even as it destroys it.��

 
It comes down to this: If, as the evolutionary 
scientists say, what our brains tells us about 
morality, love, and beauty is not real—if it is 
merely a set of chemical reactions designed 
to pass on our genetic code—then so is what 
their brains tell them about the world. Then why 
should they trust them?

 
THE CLUE-KILLER IS REALLY A CLUE

I think that ultimately the supposed clue-killer 
ends up showing us one more clue for God to 
put beside the others.

 
6JG�ƂTUV�ENWG�KU�VJG�XGT[�GZKUVGPEG�QH�VJG�YQTNF��
the Big Bang. The secular person rightly 
responds, “But that doesn’t prove God exists. 
/C[DG� VJG� $KI� $CPI� LWUV� ECWUGF� KVUGNH�q� 6JG�
UGEQPF�ENWG� KU� VJG�ƂPG�VWPKPI�QH� VJG�WPKXGTUG��
the one-in-a-trillion-trillion chance that our 
universe supports organic and human life. Again 
the secular person can very fairly respond: “But 
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that doesn’t prove God. It could be through 
sheer random circumstance that this universe 
KU� VJG� QPG� VJCV� YCU� HQTOGF�q� #PQVJGT� ENWG� KU�
VJG�TGIWNCTKV[�QH�PCVWTG��#NN�UEKGPVKƂE�� KPFWEVKXG�
reasoning is based on the assumption of 
this, though we haven’t the slightest rational 
LWUVKƂECVKQP�HQT�CUUWOKPI�KV�YKNN�EQPVKPWG��9JGP�
believers have responded that this is a clue to 
God’s existence, nonbelievers retort, rightly, 
“We don’t know why nature is regular, it just is. 
6JCV�FQGUPoV�RTQXG�)QF�q

Another clue is the clue of beauty and meaning. 
If we are the product of the meaningless, 
accidental forces of nature, believers ask, how 
do you account for the sense we have that 
DGCWV[�OCVVGTU��VJCV�NQXG�CPF�NKHG�CTG�UKIPKƂECPV!�
The secular person responds: “This doesn’t 
prove God. We can explain all such ‘senses’ and 
convictions through evolutionary biology. Our 
religious, aesthetic, and moral intuitions are 
there only because they helped our ancestors 
UWTXKXG�q�*QYGXGT��CU�OCP[�VJKPMGTU�RQKPV�QWV��
if this argument proves anything at all it proves 
too much. If we can’t trust our belief-forming 
faculties in one area, we should not trust them 
in any area. If there is no God, we could not trust 
our cognitive faculties at all.
 
1J��DWV�YG�FQ�� CPF� VJCVoU� VJG�ƂPCN� ENWG�� +H�YG�
believe God exists, then our view of the universe 
gives us a basis for believing that cognitive 
faculties work, since God could make us able to 
form true beliefs and knowledge. If we believe 
in God, then the Big Bang is not mysterious, 
PQT� VJG� ƂPG�VWPKPI� QH� VJG� WPKXGTUG�� PQT� VJG�
regularities of nature. All the things that we 
see make perfect sense. Also, if God exists our 
intuitions about the meaningfulness of beauty 
and love are to be expected.

If you don’t believe in God, not only are all these 
things profoundly inexplicable, but your view—
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that there is no God—would lead you not to 
expect them. Though you have little reason to 
believe your rational faculties work, you go on 
using them. You have no basis for believing that 
nature will go on regularly, but you continue 
to use inductive reasoning and language. You 
have no good reason to trust your senses that 
love and beauty matter, but you keep on doing 
it. C.S. Lewis puts this vividly:

You can’t, except in the lowest animal 
sense, be in love with a girl if you know (and 
keep on remembering) that all the beauties 
both of her person and of her character 
are a momentary and accidental pattern 
produced by the collision of atoms, and 
that your own response to them is only a 
sort of psychic phosphorescence arising 
from the behavior of your genes. You can’t 
go on getting very serious pleasure from 
music if you know and remember that its 
CKT�QH�UKIPKƂECPEG�KU�C�RWTG�KNNWUKQP��VJCV�[QW�
like it only because your nervous system is 
irrationally conditioned to like it.30

Of course none of the clues we have been 
looking for actually proves God. Every one of 
them is rationally avoidable. However, their 
cumulative effect is, I think, provocative and 
potent. Though the secular view of the world 
is rationally possible, it doesn’t make as much 
sense of all these things as the view that God 
exists. That’s why we call them clues. 

The theory that there is a God who made the 
world accounts for the evidence we see better 
than the theory that there is no God. Those who 
argue against the existence of God go right on 
using induction, language, and their cognitive 
faculties, all of which make far more sense 
in a universe in which a God has created and 
supports them all by his power.
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吚簁牧౯㮉ಅᘍ疗螂ጱ蝡犚娄ᔱӾ牧㻌加㬵፡牧犨
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ࣁ薪讨חጱ牐櫒簁蝡ӮኴጱӮێ蚏㬵牧ฎፘ吚磪ے
ቘฬӤ㬵藯ݢ胼ฎ藯蝢ጱ牧֕ 犖穉犋ӤӤଂਂࣁ
螭㬵磪ቘ牐蝡疰ฎ傶Ջ讕౯圸ਙ㮉傶娄ᔱ牐
�
Ӥଂਂࣁ膏獺Ӯጱቘ抷牧穉蚏Ӥଂ犋ਂࣁጱቘ抷牧
ๅ胼薹朰౯㮉匍犡፡کጱԪ䋿牐ಅ磪藯Ӥଂ犋ਂ
ጱՈ牧ֵࣁ አ稳羳ဩ牏承 牧ਁ犥现犢㮉ጱ藨Ꭳ
ਥ胼㬵玽藨ᐟጱਂࣁ牧簁ᘒ蝡犚زᔰࣁӞ㮆ኧӤ
ଂ獺蝨㪔ᤩ纉胼ێඪ砤ጱਜਦӾ牧玱ᘒๅٍ嬝牐
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